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Abstract. In this paper we present an all-optical network architecture and a sys-
tolic routing protocol for it. The sparse optical torus network consists of ann×n
torus, where processors are deployed diagonally. The systolic routing protocol
ensures that no electro-optical conversion is needed in the intermediate routing
nodes and all the packets injected into the routing machinery will reach their
targets without collisions.

1 Introduction

A distributed memory parallel computer consists of a number processing nodes, local
memories of the processors, and an intercommunication network. A possibility to pro-
gram such kind of parallel computer is to use message passing [1]. Another possibility is
to program using shared memory abstraction and simulate the shared memory program
on the distributed memory machine. During each simulation step every processing node
has a number of packets (memory references) to route. The packets should be routed as
efficiently as possible so that the routing delay (latency) is minimized.

Our work is motivated by the emulation of shared memory with distributed memory
modules [2]. If a parallel computation has enough parallel “slackness”, i.e. large enough
number of independant parallel threads in each processor, the implementation of shared
memory can be reduced to efficient routing ofh-relation [3]. Anh-relation is a routing
problem where each processor has at mosth packets to send and it is the target of
at mosth packets [4]. An implementation of anh-relation is said to bework-optimal
at costc, if all the packets arrive at their targets in timech. A precondition of work-
optimality is thath is greater than the diameterφ of the network and the network can
moveΩ(nφ) packets in each step, wheren is the number of processors, since otherwise
slacness cannot be used to ”hide” diameter influenced latency [2].

Most of the parallel computers on the market use an electronic communication net-
work to transmit packets between processors. A possibility to increase the efficiency of
communication is the use of optics. Optical communication offers several advantages
in comparison with its electronic counterpart, e.g., a possibility to use broader band-
width and insensitivity to external interferences. E.g., Saleh and Teich have represented
opto-electronic components in detail in their book [5].
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In this work we present an all-optical network architecture and a systolic routing
protocol for it. The sparse optical torus network consists of ann× n torus, where pro-
cessors are deployed diagonally. Routing nodes are connected to each other by optical
links [2]. The bandwidth of the system is divided in time slots, whose lengthtp equals
to the bypass time of a packet between two consecutive routing nodes. The system op-
erates synchronously. Every routing node has two incoming and two outgoing links,
therefore the routing machinery can move2n2 packets in each time slot. For ann × n
sparse optical torusφ = n. In this work we run some experiments to get idea about
routing cost in ann× n SOT. We also sketch the theoretical analysis. According to the
simulations ann× n SOT offers work-optimal routing ofh-relation ifh ∈ θ(n log n).

In this paper we present a novel packet routing protocol, called systolic routing
protocol. Additionally, when a packet is injected into the routing machinery, neither
electro-optic conversions are needed during its travel from source to target processor
nor any collisions may happen between two distinct packets. In the systolic routing
protocol a packet follows the horizontal (or vertical) path as far as it reaches its target
column (target row respectively). When a packet has reached its target column (target
row respectively), it is turned to its target processor. Section 2 represents structures of
routing nodes and sparse optical torus. In Section 3 we introduce the systolic routing
protocol. Section 4 represent the analysis of our construction. Section 5 sketches con-
lusions and future work.

2 Sparse Optical Torus with Systolic Routers

The basic component of routing nodes is the electrically controlled all-optical 2×2
switch. Switches can be implemented by LiNbO3 technology [5]. The switching time
of LiNbO3 switches lies in the range of 10–15 ps [5]. The length of packet (lp) can be
evaluated by equationlp = Np×vc

B×r , whereNp is the size of the packet in bits,vc ' 0.3
ns is the speed of light in vacuum,r ' 1.5 is the refraction index of fiber [5], andB is
the link bandwidth. Assuming the bandwidth to beB=100 Gb/s, the length of a bit in a
fiber islp ' 2 mm.

The routing machinery operates under a common clock. A routing node can be in
two states. When a routing node routes incoming signal powers of inputsinup and
inleft to outputsoutdown andoutright respectively, it is called to be incrossstate and
when it routes incoming signal powers of inputsinup and inleft to outputsoutright

andoutdown respectively, it is called to be inturn state [6]. The two possible states of
routing nodes are represented in Figure 1.

A 2-dimensionaln× n sparse optical torus, SOT(n), consists ofn2 optical routing
nodesR(i,j) andn processors (P0, P1, . . . , Pn−1), where0 ≤ i, j ≤ n−1. Each routing
node has two incoming and two outgoing links. Processors are located diagonally so that
processorPi resides at locationR(i,n−i−1) [2]. The two outgoing links of routing node
R(i,j) are connected to routing nodes at locationsR((i+1) mod n,j) andR(i,(j+1) mod n).
All the connections are assumed to be unidirectional and each routing node is assumed
to be capable of receiving and sending one packet per link in a time unit. An example
of 6× 6 sparse optical torus in the turn state is represented in Figure 2.
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Fig. 1.Two possible states of routing nodes

In Figure 2 a disk indicates a routing node, a square indicates a routing node with
a processor, and an arrow between two routing nodes indicates a unidirectional link
between the nodes. The bandwidth of the system is divided in time slots, whose length
tp equals to the bypass time of a packet via a link between two consecutive routing
nodes. We call the length of time slottp the packet cycle. A packet consists of data bits
so that the overall length of the time slot measured in time units istp. Each processing
nodePi hasn sending buffers(b(i,0), b(i,1), . . . , b(i,n−1)) that have an important role in
routing.

In order to estimate the feasibility of aSOT(64) let us assume the link bandwidth to
beB = 100 Gb/s, and the size of packets to beNp = 128 b. The corresponding lenght
of a packet in a fiber islp ' 26 cm and the length of time slot istp ' 1.3 ns. Assuming
the length of clock cycle of processors to betcc = 1 ns (corresponding the frequency of
1 GHz), it will take 1.3 clock cycles for a packet to travel between two adjacent routing
nodes. The overall amount of fibers isLf ' 2100m, and the routing time of packets
is tr ' 82 clock cycles for each packets. We consider the requested parameters to be
reasonable and the architecture to be feasible to construct in the near future.
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Fig. 2.A 6× 6 sparse optical torus in the turn state

3 Routing in Systolic SOT

At the beginning of a routing task, each processorPi hash packets to route. In the pre-
processing phasePi inserts packets targeted toPk in its sending bufferb(i,n−(k−i) mod n).

Systolic routing operates cyclically inn phases. At momentt processorPi removes
a packet from sending bufferb(i,t mod n) (if there remains any) and injects it into its hor-
izontal output link. It also receives the vertically incoming packet, which now reaches
its target. At momentt each routerR(i,j) forwards incoming packets in turn state, if
t mod n = 0, and in cross state otherwise. Examples of situations at the beginning of
turn phase and cross phase are represented in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

Above, the horizontal-vertical routing of packets was explained. The routing effi-
ciency of the network doubles, if half of the packets are routed analogously first ver-
tically and then horizontally. Note, that these packets do not compete about the links.
The idea of systolic routing algorithm is represented in Procedure SystolicRouting.
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Fig. 3.A 6× 6 sparse optical torus in the cross state

Procedure SystolicRouting
Let t be a global step counter;
for i = 0 . . . n− 1 pardo

for j = 0 . . . n− 1 pardo
if i + j = n− 1 then {Processor nodes}

Add packets into buffersb(i,n−(k−i) mod n)

endif
repeat

if t mod n = 0 then
Set router in turn state;

else
Set router in cross state;
if i + j = n− 1 then {Processor nodes}

Absorb incoming packets from the network;
Inject a packet into linkoutright

from bufferb(i,t mod n)

Inject a packet into linkoutdown

from bufferb(i,n−(t mod n))
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endif
endif

until All the packets are routed
endpar

endpar

4 Analysis of Systolic Routing

In preprocessing phase, each of theh packets of a processorPi was inserted in sending
bufferb(i,n−(k−i) mod n), wherePk is the target of the packet. Clearly, all of the packets
have been routed after time(Smax

2 + 1)n, whereSmax is the maximum size of all
buffers.

According to Mitzenmacher et al. [7], supposing that we throwb balls intob bins
with each ball choosing a bin independently and uniformly at random, then themax-
imum load is approximatelylog b/ log log b with high probability1. Maximum load
means the largest number of balls in any bin. Correspondingly, if we haven packets
to send andn sending buffers during a simulation step, then the maximum load of send-
ing buffers is approximatelylog n/ log log n whp. The overall routing time of those
packets isn log n/ log log n + θ(1) that is not work-optimal according to the definition
of work-optimality.

If the size ofh-relation is enlarged toh ≥ n log n, the maximum load isθ(h/n)
[8]. Assuming thath = n log n the maximum load isθ(log n) and the corresponding
routing time isθ(n log n). A work-optimal routing is achieved.

Routingh packets in timeθ(h) implies work-optimality. Instead of a cumbersome
theoretical analysis, we ran some experiments to get an idea about the cost. In simula-
tions we ran 50 simulation rounds for each occurence using C programming language.
Packets were randomly put into output buffers and the average value of the maximum
load over all the 50 simulation rounds were evaluated. The average cost were evaluated
using equationcave = n+n·Save/2

h , wereSave is the average maximum load. Lower
bound of the cost approaches 0.5 in the 2-way case, whenh/n grows. Figure 4 demon-
strates this forn = 16. Figure 5 gives support to the idea thath needs not be extremely
high to get a reasonable routing cost.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a systolic routing protocol inn × n SOT that offers a collision
free packet routing. Additionally, no electro-optical conversion is needed during the
transfer and all the packets injected into the routing machinery are guaranteed to reach
their destination. We believe that the simple, regular structure of SOT and the systolic
routing protocol are useful and realistic and offer work-optimal routing ofh-relation if
h ∈ θ(n log n).

1 We usewhp, with high probability with respect ton to mean the probability at least1 −
O(1/nα) for some constantα.
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A possible continuation of the work is to extend the construction to three dimen-
sions. A three dimensional sparse optical torus consists ofn3 optical routing nodes
andn2 processors that are located diagonally into ann3 torus. The three dimensional
construction decreases the size ofh-relation that are needed for work-optimal routing.
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Fig. 4.Routing costs when the size ofh-relation varies (n = 16)
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Fig. 5.Routing costs for the size ofh-relations (1)h = n log n and (2)h = n2


